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Lord of the rings the return of the king full movie
Image: WingNut Films The Saul Zaentz Company You've read the books, you've seen the movies, but how much do you really know about "Lord of the Rings?" In this quiz, we'll test your knowledge about the most important and interesting facts about the movies and novels. By the end, feel free to call yourself Frodo. You'll deserve it. TRIVIA Only a
Hogwarts Student Can Ace This "Harry Potter" Brainteaser Quiz 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone — Film vs. Book Quiz 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY Are You More Harry Potter or Percy Jackson? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can You Pick the Preposition That Completes the Movie Title? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min
TRIVIA Who Am I? Lord of the Rings Edition 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA The Harry Potter Trivia Challenge 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do You Remember What These Harry Potter Spells Do? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Match the Character to the Sci-Fi Movie? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY What Would Your Wizarding Wand Be? 5
Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA HARD Can You Pass This Harry Potter Spelling Test? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the
world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how stuff works, other times, we ask you, but we’re always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia
questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking "Sign Up" you are agreeing to our privacy policy and confirming that you are 13 years old or over. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Stephen King is one of the most famous authors in modern literature. Most people have heard of him and you’ve most
likely seen at least one movie based on his novels. His extensive works include thrillers, fantasies and supernatural genres. The brilliance of King’s writing means that directors jump at the chance to turn one of his books into a movie. We are going to guide you into the weird and wonderful world of Stephen King movies. Here are some of the best.
Stand By Me isn’t a thriller, and it doesn’t have the quirkiness we’re used to from the novelist. Instead, it's a thought-provoking drama about a group of young boys who embark on a journey to find the body of a missing boy. What they find instead is a frank look at each other's lives and the effects of class differences and abuse. It’s also regarded as
the late River Phoenix’s best performance. Get all the best moments in pop culture & entertainment delivered to your inbox. The Lord of the Rings prequel in the form of a TV series is highly anticipated, to say the least. Despite the fact that we’re likely years away from its premiere, the show is expected to be majorly successful in more ways than
one. While people are already making comparisons of the show to its likely competitors (Game Of Thrones, namely), there will be no competition in sight when it comes to the budget. The Lord of the Rings prequel has already beat every other TV show with its price tag. Here’s everything we know about the cost of the series, how it’s marking a new
era, and casting speculations that are already forming. Amazon bought the rights to the TV series Will this new series be well-received? | Giphy The Lord of the Rings TV series was on the hunt for a big-name streaming service to team up with “the estate of J.R.R. Tolkien, publisher HarperCollins, and New Line Cinema,” according to The Hollywood
Reporter. Though producers approached Amazon, Netflix, and HBO, not everyone expressed interest. According to Deadline, HBO turned down the show due to its “insane” costs, so it was between Amazon and Netflix to offer up some major cash to take on the series. The show may be more expensive than Amazon is accustomed to, but they decided
it was a good investment. They bought the rights, knowing it’s expected to be a frontrunner. After all, they can already expect fans of Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit film trilogies to come along for the ride. Its competitors’ budgets We are hoping to see some Game of Thrones-esque battle scenes in the series. | Giphy The Lord of the
Rings TV series is clearly expected to be just as popular as Game Of Thrones, if not more so, based on the amount of money being shelled out. Every episode of Game Of Thrones requires intricate design and script writing, and as a result, a pricey budget. “Blackwater,” one of Game Of Thrones’ most epic battle episodes, cost $8 million to come to life.
According to Uproxx, “Every episode in [Game Of Thrones’] eighth and final will cost a reported $15 million,” adding up to $90 million for the six-episode season. Taking that budget into consideration, we dare you not to gasp at the $130 million budget for The Crown’s very first season. The Daily Beast deemed the Netflix series “the biggest-budget
TV series of all time.” Well, The Crown can kiss that title goodbye thanks to The Lord of the Rings. The expected upfront budget This will surely get Lord of the Rings fans excited. | Giphy According to The Hollywood Reporter, “Amazon’s megadeal for The Lord of the Rings is believed to be for five seasons — plus a potential spinoff — with insiders
putting the price tag for global rights at around $250 million.” Yes, $250 million, just for the upfront budget of the show — not taking into account any of the numerous costs that will come into play once production begins. Sharon Tal Yguado, Amazon’s head of scripted series, justified the pricey purchase: “This is a unique opportunity to tell new
stories in a magical world that is a global phenomenon. As we build our diverse portfolio of programming, we are making some of our big bets on tentpole series.” Additional expected costs Will the expensive show satisfy fans of the movies? | New Line Cinema When you do take into account what the additional costs will be, such as “production
budgets, casting, writers, producers, and visual effects,” that $250 million seems like spare change. The Hollywood Reporter claims that “the total for the Rings series — which will be set in Middle-earth and explore storylines preceding The Fellowship of the Ring — could hit $1 billion. Yes, $1 billion for a TV show.” This isn’t Amazon’s first big TV
show purchase Amazon is shelling out a lot of money for rights to the books. | New Line Cinema While this is certainly Amazon’s most expensive purchase of a TV series, it isn’t the first time they’ve made major financial commitments to their shows. Over the last few years, they’ve spent $80 million on Woody Allen’s Crisis in Six Scenes six-episode TV
show, over $70 million on eight episodes of Matt Wiener’s The Romanoffs, and committed $160 million to two seasons of David O. Russell’s untitled drama series, as reported by Deadline. The Romanoffs and Russell’s series were both originally set up as co-productions with The Weinstein Company. According to Variety, Amazon decided to continue
with The Romanoffs without The Weinstein Company, and to drop Russell’s series, despite $40 million already being spent. The acquisition marks a new era The studio is taking quite a leap with this expensive and highly anticipated project. | New Line Cinema Amazon Studios has certainly proven they are doing just fine without their former head of
the company, Roy Price. He resigned in October 2017 following sexual misconduct allegations, in the wake of allegations against Harvey Weinstein. The Lord of the Rings purchase marks the first programming announcement since his resignation, so they are clearly moving onward and upward from the scandal. Character speculations are starting
Fans are already wondering about casting for the show. | New Line Cinema Even though casting isn’t even close to happening, fans are speculating whether any of their favorite actors from the Lord of the Rings film trilogy will make an appearance. Sean Astin, who stars as Frodo Baggins’ best friend, Samwise Gamgee, actually addressed whether or
not he’d be up for a reprise. “I’m carrying the Samwise banner for the Peter Jackson version of Lord of the Rings,” Astin told Entertainment Weekly Radio. “When I saw the Amazon thing, that didn’t even occur to me. I just sort of thought, ‘What would it be like to see the next Sam there?’ I think it’s an intriguing idea [but] the devil’s in the details.
How would they do it? How? Who?” Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! "The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring" premiered over 19 years ago. New Line Cinema Directed by Peter Jackson, "The Lord of the Rings" film series has captivated the imaginations of viewers for years through its story about a young hobbit, a powerful ring,
and a fantasy kingdom on the brink of war. Insider rounded up a list of movies that fans of the built-out world and fantastical elements inspired by J.R.R. Tolkien's novels may also enjoy.Read on for 12 films to add to your watch list if you loved the high-fantasy trilogy. Peter Jackson once again proved his directorial skills in "King Kong." Universal
Pictures Summary: "King Kong" centers on screenwriter Jack Driscoll (Adrien Brody) and filmmaker Carl Denham (Jack Black) as they bring a film crew to Skull Island and encounter deadly inhabitants, prehistoric dinosaurs, and a 25-foot-tall gorilla. Why you'll like it: Special effects and sweeping sets galore, this action-adventure film furthers
Jackson's reputation as a high-concept director and was also filmed in New Zealand, where "The Lord of the Rings" was shot. "King Kong" also features the continued collaboration between Jackson and Andy Serkis, who played Gollum in "The Lord of the Rings" films.In this drama, Serkis played the ship cook Lumpy and more memorably, Kong himself
in a transformative motion-capture performance. More: Features Freelancer Lord of the Rings The Hobbit In the 1970s and 1980s, most movie adaptations of iconic novelist Stephen King's work were of his horror stories, producing classics like Carrie (1976) and The Shining (1980). But after 1986's coming-of-age movie Stand By Me (based on
Stephen King's short story "The Body") proved to be such a critical and commercial hit, filmmakers began to explore King's non-horror writing in the 1990s. Of course, the decade still saw some film adaptations of King's horror stories, but overall the 1990s proved that Stephen King offered moviegoers more than just big scares -- although there were
a few good horror films based on King's work released in the 1990s, too. Here are the five best Stephen King movies of the 1990s in chronological order. Castle Rock Entertainment The 1990s began with one of the best Stephen King adaptations ever made – Misery, based on King’s 1987 novel about an obsessed fan who holds her favorite novelist
hostage after she rescues him from a car accident. The horror film stars Kathy Bates as the obsessed fan, and she ended up winning an Academy Award for her performance. The object of her affection (and torture) was played by James Caan, who also received praise for his role. Misery was directed by Rob Reiner, who had already won acclaim for
directing Stand By Me, and King later called it one of his favorite movies based on one of his books. Castle Rock Entertainment Based on the short story “Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption” from King’s anthology Different Seasons (the same volume that featured “The Body”), The Shawshank Redemption is about the friendship that
develops between two men sentenced to life in prison, although one of those men is innocent and refuses to die in prison for a crime he didn’t commit. Though the movie was only moderately successful at the box office and went winless at the Academy Awards, television airings and home media sales made the film incredibly popular after its release.
Critics praised the direction by Frank Darabont, and the lead performances by Morgan Freeman and Tim Robbins. For years The Shawshank Redemption has been rated the #1 movie of all time by IMDB users, and it frequently appears on various top ten list as one of the best films ever made. Castle Rock Entertainment King's 1992 novel Dolores
Claiborne was written as a single monologue from the point of view of the titular character making a statement to the police. That made the film difficult to adapt for screenwriter Tony Gilroy (the Bourne films). Director Taylor Hackford cast Misery star Kathy Bates as Claiborne, an attendant to a elderly, wealthy woman who she is accused of
murdering. Though Clairborne tells police she did not kill her employer, she is already a suspect in the decades-old case of killing her husband. Claiborne's daughter, portrayed by Jennifer Jason Leigh, also believes her mother killed her father and returns to the town. However, what follows is a twisted tale that uncovers disturbing family history. In
particular, Bates was praised for her portrayal of Claiborne, while Gilroy as also credited for adapting what might have seemed like an “unfilmable” novel. TriStar Pictures “Apt Pupil” was another story that was published in King’s anthology Different Seasons. Apt Pupil tells the story of a high school student who befriends a fugitive Nazi war criminal
named Kurt Dussander and becomes obsessed with Dussander's stories of the sins he committed against humanity during the Holocaust. In the film, Dussander is portrayed by acclaimed actor Ian McKellen, who later reteam with Apt Pupil director Bryan Singer in the X-Men movies. King sold the film rights to the movie to Singer for $1 after viewing
Singer's previous film The Usual Suspects. Though Apt Pupil was not successful at the box office, it has been praised by King fans. Castle Rock Entertainment After Frank Darabont found critical (and delayed commercial) success with The Shawshank Redemption, it was only natural that he’d try his hand at another King adaptation. The Green Mile
was another prison drama based on a King novel, but this time with a supernatural element. Tom Hanks stars as a death correction officer who discovers that one of his prisoners, the massive John Coffey (Michael Clarke Duncan in his most memorable role), appears to have the power to heal the sick. Like The Shawshank Redemption, The Green Mile
was nominated for numerous Oscars but went winless. However, it was far more financially successful at the box office, grossing $290 million worldwide and remains one of the most-loved adaptations of King’s work.
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